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Recognising Activity Labeling Styles in Business
Process Models
Quality assurance is a serious issue for large-scale process modelling initiatives. While formal control flow
analysis has been extensively studied in prior research, there is little work on how the textual content of a
process model and its activity labels can be systematically analysed. In this context, it is a major challenge
to systematically identify and to consequently assure high label quality. As many large process model
collections contain more than thousand models, each including several activity labels, there is a strong
need for an automatic detection of labels that might be of bad quality. Recent research has shown that
different grammatical styles correlate with potential ambiguity of a label. In this paper, we propose an
algorithm for recognition of activity labeling styles. The developed algorithm exploits natural language
processing techniques, e.g., part of speech tagging and analysis of the grammatical structure. We also study
how ontologies, like WordNet, can support the solution. We conduct a thorough evaluation of the developed
techniques utilising about 6,000 activity labels from the SAP Reference Model. The evaluation of this algorithm
shows that spurious labels can be identified with a significant level of precision and recall. In this way, our
approach can be used as a means of quality assurance for process repository management by listing bad
quality labels, which a human modeler should correct.

1

Introduction

Business process modelling has become an integral part of process management initiatives in
enterprises, in particular for documenting business operations (Davies et al. 2006). In many companies these initiatives have become so large that
several thousand process models have to be maintained and that a significant amount of staff members is directly involved in modelling (Rosemann
2006). This fact implies considerable challenges
for the quality management of the process repository. Most notably, the consistency of the
process models can only be guaranteed when
detailed modelling guidelines are provided.
Due to the sheer size of modelling projects, the
number of people involved, and the number of
models created, there is a strong need for automatic analysis techniques that can scan a process
repository for quality issues. While an extensive set of research contributions have been made
on verification techniques, (e.g., Verbeek et al.

2001; Wynn et al. 2009), error prediction (Mendling 2008), and comprehension issues (Gruhn and
Laue 2007; Mendling et al. 2007), it is only recently that the style of activity labeling has become a focus of research. This quality aspect
is of particular importance as labels contribute
a great share to semantic and pragmatic usefulness of a model (Krogstie et al. 2006). Different
works on process modelling guidelines and use
case writing suggest a specific grammatical style
of labeling to improve comprehension and to
avoid ambiguity (Malone et al. 2003; Miles 1961;
Phalp et al. 2007; Sharp and McDermott 2008). As
a prerequisite for the efficient quality assurance
of activity labels in large collections of process
models, research needs to define techniques for
the identification of a particular labeling style in
order to support the automatic detection of labels
that might be of bad quality.
A research gap in this area has been identified
in recent works on applying standard parser and
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part of speech taggers for the automatic parsing
of activity labels (Becker et al. 2009; Leopold et
al. 2009). A problem of this approach is though
that part of speech taggers require complete sentences to perform well, but activity labels often
contain only two words. In this paper we refine the label parsing approach that we defined
in Leopold et al. (2009) by parsing labels on a
more fine-granular level. Our contribution is a
parsing algorithm that is capable to identify labeling styles that we collected from the SAP Reference Model, a publicly available business process model collection capturing the processes using Event-Driven Process Chains (EPCs) (Keller
and Teufel 1998). We evaluate the performance
of our approach by automatically classifying the
labels of this model collection and checking precision and recall.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2
discusses labeling issues in a broader context and
motivates this work using an example of a realworld process model. Section 3 reports which
activity labeling styles can be found in practice
and how they bear potential for ambiguous interpretation. Section 4 introduces the algorithms
for activity labeling styles. Section 5 presents
the results of an evaluation involving the SAP
Reference Model. Section 6 discusses the findings
in its relationship to the related work. Section 7
concludes the paper and gives an outlook on the
future research.

2

Motivation

In this section we motivate the problem of activity labeling and automatic recognition of labeling
styles. The problem of activity labeling can be
generalised to the model element labeling, which
has been discussed for system analysis and software engineering. There are various approaches
to assure the high quality of labels in a model.
They can be roughly categorised as a priori conventions and a posteriori diagnosis techniques.
Furthermore, we illustrate the problem of activity labeling in process models by real world examples.

Conventions regulate various aspects of model
design in an a priori way, for instance in terms of
naming conventions for model element labeling.
In software engineering, code conventions are
a prominent technique for providing quality assurance. They prescribe the style, practices, and
methods for development of software applications in this language, see e.g., Sun Microsystems (1999), Python Software Foundation (2001).
Among many aspects regulated by code conventions are naming conventions for program entities. For instance, Sun Microsystems (1999) suggests to use the verbs for method naming. Another example of naming conventions appears in
hierarchical input process output (HIPO) methodology. HIPO is a system analysis design and
documentation technique developed by IBM in
1970s (IBM Corp 1974). HIPO advocates the usage of an active verb followed by a subject in
a module name, where a module realises a certain activity in the program. Notice that the
two given examples relate to design on different abstraction level: on the low level, program
code, and on high level, system design. However, disregard of the model abstraction level,
naming conventions suggest the use of verbs for
the naming of model elements that capture an
activity. In the domain of business process modelling Sharp and McDermott (2008) and Malone
et al. (2003) argue that a consistent application
of the verb-object labeling style increases understanding of activity labels. Verb-object labels are
verb phrases headed by a verb infinitive and succeeded by a noun phrase. The verb captures an
action, while the noun phrase a business object.
Consider examples Transfer plan data, Plan integration, and Create plan. An action-noun label
states the action as a noun, which can often be
confused with a business object.
Once the system designers agree upon the naming conventions, it has to be assured that the
conventions are actually followed, and in particular a specific labeling style. In this context,
diagnosis techniques are required to facilitate
the analysis of single process models or whole
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Figure 1: An example of poor labeling in the SAP Reference Model

process model repositories (Delfmann et al. 2009).
Yet, an automatic recognition of labeling styles
in business process models is missing so far. The
outcome of the diagnostic technique can be used
in different ways to provide quality assurance.
First, the simplest approach is to report a warning on the possible problem directly to the designer. Second, the diagnostic information can be
used for refactoring of poor quality labels. Labels
that do not follow the desired style can be shown
to the designer such that she can change them to
the appropriate style. Towards the definition of
automatic refactoring techniques, it is required
to first refine a reliable approach to recognise the
grammatical structure of the label.
To illustrate the activity labeling problem in process models we refer to a concrete motivating example. Consider a business process fragment
presented in Figure 1. It captures a part of a
profit center planning process from the SAP Reference Model (Keller and Teufel 1998). One can
see, that it is easy to misinterpret activity label

Plan data transfer to EC-PCA from profitability
analysis. If the preceding and succeeding events
would be ignored, a model reader might erroneously conclude that the label Plan data transfer
to EC-PCA from profitability analysis instructs to
plan a data transfer, and label Plan integration
of profit centers advises to plan the integration of
profit centers. However, event Plan Data transferred from other Applications reveals that the
action in the activity on the left branch is given
by noun transfer. Consequently, the activity label
does not instruct to plan a data transfer, but to
transfer plan data. This example illustrates a high
ambiguity that partially stems from the style of
labeling: in one case the first word is a verb referring to an action while in other cases the first
word is a business object and the action is given
as a noun. Implicitly, a reader of a model would
assume a consistent usage of labeling styles. For
this reason, the Guidelines of modelling emphasise the importance of a consistent design (Becker
et al. 2000).
Figure 2 shows two further examples of business
process models from the SAP Reference Model.
Figure 2(a) depicts a fragment of a business process where a purchase requisition is handled. Within this model fragment we observe activity labels
purchase requisition processing, purchase requisition assignment and release purchase requisition.
In the first two labels the actions are denoted
with the nouns processing and assignment. In the
third one the verb release corresponds to the action. Obviously, the modelers used several styles
for activity labeling. Ambiguity is a potential
threat to label understanding. For instance, consider the word purchase, which can be both a
noun and a verb. This source of ambiguity is
called zero derivation, since a verb is linguistically created from a noun without adding a postfix
like -ize in computerize. It has been pointed out
that different styles are prone to different degrees of ambiguity (Mendling et al. 2009), which
emphasises the importance of labeling styles for
human understanding as stressed early in Sharp
and McDermott (2008) and Malone et al. (2003). If
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Figure 2: Labeling in two business process model examples from the SAP Reference Model

an action noun is used, there is likely an ambiguity, when it is combined with a zero derivation
noun. If we consider the purchase requisition
processing label, it is hard to tell if purchase or
processing stands for an action. As zero derivation is an essential part of the language that
cannot always be avoided, it is a useful strategy
to employ and enforce a suitable labeling style.
Figure 2(b) highlights some further potential problems of labels. It captures a model of the return
deliveries business process. In this model, we can
observe activity labels that do not signify any
action (e.g., warehouse) or activities with actions,

but without any object (e.g., shipping). Again understanding of such activities requires the reader
to interpret the context of the model.
Diagnosis techniques that are able to recognise
different labeling styles can the valuable to reveal such labeling issues. This can include the
detection of inconsistent usage of labeling styles,
within a single model or in the whole repository,
as well as identification of labels that do not comply with the verb-object style.

3

Activity Labeling Styles

Development of effective algorithms for recognition of labeling styles requires a thorough un-
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Table 1: Activity labeling styles

Name

Structure

Example

VP

Verb phrase

VB

NP

a

NN

Create invoice

bo
NP

Noun phrase

NN

NN

bo

a

Invoice creation

NP

Noun phrase with of
prepositional phrase

PP

NP
NN

IN

NP

a

'of'

NN

Creation of invoice

bo
VP
VBG

NP

a

NN

Verb phrase (gerund)

Creating invoice

bo

Irregular

-

derstanding of current labeling practices. We
approached this problem in a bottom-up way
by investigating the different verb-object and
action-noun labels of the SAP Reference Model.
This model collection includes models of business processes, as they are supported by the
SAP R/3 software package in its version from
the year 2000. The collection is organised in 29
functional branches of an enterprise, including
sales, accounting, and other functional areas. As
we reason about the activity label using its context, i.e., labels of neighbouring events, we have
studied a subset of the SAP Reference Model: 604
Event-Driven Process Chains1 . Each of the considered EPCs contains several activities, events,
and the control flow. Table 1 shows that we found
five activity labeling styles, each having a particular structure.
The labels of verb phrase style contain an action
that is followed by a business object. Examples of
1
In earlier work we used the larger set of models from
the SAP Reference Models as the techniques proposed in
(Leopold et al. 2009) do not require events to be in the model.

LIFO: Valuation: Pool
level
verb phrase labels are Create invoice and Validate
order. In the first case the action is create and
the business object is invoice, while in the second
example the action is validate and the business
object is order. Notice that a business object may
be absent. Consider labels Analyse or Notify. As
these labels are also verb phrases, we relate them
to the same style. A special case are verb phrases
which contain a prepositional phrase, e.g., Create
order for received request. A prepositional phrase
in such labels brings additional information to
the reader; it is optional.
The labels of noun phrase style are start with a
business object followed by an action. Examples
of label adhering to this style are Vendor evaluation and Schedule approval. In the first case
the action is evaluate and the business object is
vendor, while in the second example the action
is approve and the business object is schedule.
Notice that a business object may be absent. Consider labels Analysis or Notification. As these
labels are also noun phrases, we relate them to
the same substyle. Another special case are noun
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Table 2: Properties of activity label styles

Label class

Property

Verb phrase
Noun phrase
Noun phrase with of
prepositional phrase
Verb phrase (gerund)

the leading word is a verb
none
label contains a prepositional phrase
with of as a leading preposition
the leading gerund signifies an action
and is followed by a business object
the phrase contains a coordinating
conjunction, e.g., and or or
label contains characters ’:’ or ’ - ’

Phrase with coordinating
conjunction
Irregular

phrases which contain a prepositional phrase,
e.g., Revenue planning in work breakdown structure. A prepositional phrase in such labels brings
additional information to the reader; it is optional.
The labels of Noun phrase with of prepositional
phrase style are a specific kind of a noun phrase.
However, the action is represented by a noun
which comes first and is succeeded by a prepositional phrase. The prepositional phrase is headed
by a preposition of and refers to a business object.
Examples are Creation of specification and Settlement of order. For the two given examples the actions are create and settle, respectively, and business objects are specification and order. Similar to
the labels of the previous labeling style, the labels
of noun phrase with of prepositional phrase style
can have optional prepositional phrase, e.g., Creation of specification for budget planning. Again,
the prepositional phrase is optional.
The labels of verb phrase (gerund) style are by a
verb in -ing form. This gerund is succeeded by
the business object captured as a noun. The following labels are examples of this class: Creating
version and Processing requisition for projects. For
the first label the action is create and the business
object is version while in the second example the
action is process and the business object is requisition. Notice that the label of this style may
have an optional prepositional phrase (e.g., as for
projects in Processing requisition for projects).

The styles described above cover almost 97% of
all labels in the model collection. However, about
3% of the labels cannot be assigned to one of
these substyles and are related to irregular style.
The specific property of these labels is the use of
characters connecting different parts of the label
in a sometimes ambiguous way. Hence, these
characters do not allow labels to qualify into
any of the above named substyles. Examples are
Transfer Posting FI-LC, Profit Center Assessment:
Plan, or LIFO: Valuation: Pool Level. A majority
of irregular labels can be recognised by the use
of the characters “:” and “-”.
Some labels refer to more than one business object or instruct to perform more than one action. Such labels contain a conjunction, coordinating the relations between homogeneous parts.
Examples of conjunctions are and, or, comma
symbol, and slash symbol. A conjunction may
combine different parts of a phrase. Hence, the
conjunction may appear in all previously defined
labeling styles. Consider example labels Project
monitoring and controlling and Installation, dismantling and modification of equipment. The
first label refers to two actions and can be decomposed into two labels Project monitoring and Project controlling, both of which are noun phrases.
The label in the second example can be decomposed into three labels, which are noun phrases
with of prepositional phrase style: Installation of
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Algorithm 1 Recognition of verb object style
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

recogniseStyle(Set modelActivityLabels)
unrecognisedLabels = ∅;
VERBS = ∅;
NOUNS = ∅;
for all label ∈ modelActivityLabels do
if label.words[1] can be an imperative verb then
if label.environment.getPOS(label.words[1]) == VERB then
VERBS = VERBS ∪ {label.words[1]};
label.style = VERB_OBJECT;
else if label.environment.getPOS(label.words[1]) == NOUN then
NOUNS = NOUNS ∪ {label.words[1]};
label.style = recogniseSubstyle(label);
else
unrecognisedLabels = unrecognisedLabels ∪ {label};
for all label ∈ unrecognisedLabels do
if label.words[1] can be an imperative verb then
if label.words[1] ∈ VERBS then
label.style = VERB_OBJECT;
else if label.words[1] ∈ NOUNS then
label.style = recogniseSubstyle(label);
else
if WordNet.getBestPOS(label.words[1]) == VERB then
label.style = VERB_OBJECT;
else
label.style = recogniseSubstyle(label);

equipment, Dismantling of equipment, and Modification of equipment.
Table 2 summarises the identified labeling styles
along with their key properties.

4

Labeling Style Recognition

In this section we present a method for automatic
recognition of labeling styles. The method is
described by two algorithms. While Algorithm 1
specifies an overall approach to recognition of
verb-phrase activity labels, Algorithm 2 focuses
on recognition of style where an action is given
as a noun.
An assumption of Algorithm 1 is that a label
either belongs to a verb-object style or to any
other kind of action-noun styles. Hence, the algorithm classifies the activity labels of a process

model into one of these two categories. The input of the algorithm is the set of activity labels
in one model modelActivityLabels. The result of
the algorithm is the set of activity labels with recognised styles. Algorithm 1 has two phases. In
the first phase the environment is used to recognise labeling styles and collect information for
resolving ambiguous labels (lines 5–14). In the
second phase the gathered information is used
to recognise the labeling styles of the remaining
activity labels (lines 15–24).
Within the first phase each activity label is analysed by means of the environment: its preceding and succeeding events. The event labels are
tagged by a part of speech tagger, Stanford Tagger (Toutanova and Manning 2000). If the first
word of the activity label appears in the labels
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Algorithm 2 Recognition of action-noun substyles
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

recogniseSubstyle(Label label)
if label contains ’:’ OR ’ - ’ then
return UNCLASSIFIED;
if label contains prepositions then
hasPrepositions = true;
pIndex = getFirstPrepositionIndex(label);
if label contains conjunctions then
hasCon junctions = true;
cIndex = getConjunctionIndex(label);
if first word in label has suffix ’ing’ then
hasSu f f ixING = true;
verbSize = getVerbSise(label);
if hasSu f f ixING and label.size > verbSize and (!hasPrepositions or pIndex > verbSize + 1) then
if verb == action derived from label context then
return GERUND;
if hasPrepositions and label.getWordAt(pIndex) == ’of’ then
return PREPOSITION_OF;
return NOUN;

of preceding/succeeding events, and it is tagged
as a verb, the word is included into VERB set.
The activity label is assigned to the verb-object
style (lines 7–9). If the leading word appears in
the labels of preceding/succeeding events, and
it is tagged as a noun, the word is included into
NOUN set. The activity label is assumed to follow
an action-noun style, and it is further analysed
(lines 10–12). If the environment does not help to
learn the label style, the label has to be analysed
in the second phase.
Sets VERBS and NOUNS accumulate information
about the usage of words in the model labels.
Set VERBS contains label leading words that are
usually used as verbs within the given model,
while set NOUNS contains the same information
about nouns.
The second phase inspects those labels with a still
unrecognised labeling style. Once the leading
word of a label is contained in set VERBS, the
style of the corresponding label is recognised as
verb-object. If the leading word appears among
NOUNS, the labeling style is further investigated
by function recogniseSubstyle. If the label has

not been assigned to a style yet, the algorithm
makes use of WordNet information about the
most probable part of speech for a given word
(lines 21–24).
Algorithm 2 formalises label style recognition.
The input of the algorithm is an action-noun label
label, the output—the labeling style of label. We
assume that all the flags are initiated with false.
First the algorithm examines, if the label contains characters that allow to classify the label
as irregular (see lines 3–5). If the label contains
such characters, the style of the label is irregular
and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the algorithm continues seeking for prepositions (lines
6–8) and conjunctions (lines 9–11). If conjunctions or prepositions are found, respective flags
hasCon junctions and hasPrepositions are set to
true. If conjunctions/prepositions are available,
the position of the first conjunction/preposition
is stored in pIndex/cIndex.
The algorithm proceeds checking, if the label
starts with a gerund (lines 12–18). It is verified,
if the first word of the label has an -ing suffix.
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Next, WordNet (Miller 1995) is used to learn, if
the first word is a verb and which infinitive it
has. An assessment whether the gerund represents an action requires a deeper investigation: if
the first word of a label is a gerund, it does not
imply that this word also represents the action.
Consider label Planning scenario processing. Although planning is a gerund, it might also be a
part of a business object. In order to resolve this
ambiguity, we consider event nodes preceding
and succeeding the activity with the inspected
label. Returning to the example, we notice that
the activity is preceded by an event labeled with
Planning scenario is processed. A part of speech
analysis of this label identifies planning and scenario as nouns and process as a verb. Hence, we
can infer that processing captures an action.
If the algorithm qualifies a label to be a gerund,
it terminates. In the opposite case, the algorithm
proceeds checking prepositions in the label (lines
19–21). A label containing prepositions and the
first of which is of is qualified as a noun phrase
with of prepositional phrase. If the label is categorised to none of the enumerated styles, the
algorithm refers it to a noun phrase style.

ment was to test how well the algorithm recognises the different labeling styles. We have designed a test collection that includes the process
models of the SAP Reference Model, and a classification of activity labels according to styles
as identified by two researchers. Figure 3 illustrates the classification of activity labels. Human
interpretations of activity labels is captured by
a mapping from an activity label to a labeling
style. This information is stored in a spreadsheet,
which is read by an application in the evaluation
phase. Within the evaluation we compared recognition of label styles by the algorithm and by
humans.

5

Figure 3 presents the values of precision and recall obtained for the SAP Reference Model. It
can be seen that noun phrase labels can be very

Empirical Evaluation

To validate the proposed algorithm, we have conducted an experiment. The goal of the experi-

To evaluate the style recognition algorithm we
measured the precision and recall of the algorithm
(Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999). The precision of the style recognition algorithm is the number of correctly recognised labels of the given
style retrieved by the algorithm divided by the
total number of labels retrieved. The recall is
the number of correctly recognised labels of the
given style retrieved by the algorithm divided by
the total number of existing labels of this style.
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accurately recognised with precision and recall
of almost 100%. Verb phrases, both with gerund
and with infinitive, are more difficult to identify,
partially due to zero-derivation ambiguity, with
values around 70%. These values indicate that the
recognition techniques presented in this paper
are well suited to identify labels of potentially
bad quality, which can be then checked and reworked by process designers.

6

Related Work

Our work can be related to four major streams of
related work: quality frameworks, process model
labeling, process comparison, and natural language approaches for models.
Process model quality is discussed in different
works on quality frameworks. The SEQUAL framework builds on semiotic theory and defines several quality aspects (Krogstie et al. 2006; Lindland
et al. 1994). In essence, syntactic quality relates to
model and modelling language, semantic quality
to model, domain, and knowledge, and pragmatic
quality relates to model and modelling and its
ability to enable learning and action. The semantic and pragmatic quality clearly point to the
relevance of labeling activities. The Guidelines
of modelling define an alternative quality framework that is inspired by general accounting principles (Becker et al. 2000). The guidelines include
the six principles of correctness, clarity, relevance, comparability, economic efficiency, and
systematic design, where several of them have
implications for good labeling. Also the ISO
9126 (ISO 1991) quality standard has been suggested as a starting point for model quality (Moody
2005; Selçuk Güceglioglu and Demirörs 2005). Our
approach complements these more general works
by introducing an algorithm that can be used to
enforce labeling styles that are considered to be
of good quality.
The verb-object style is widely promoted in the
literature on labeling of activities in process models (Malone et al. 2003; Miles 1961; Sharp and

McDermott 2008). Similar conventions are advocated as guidelines for the creation of understandable use case descriptions (Phalp et al. 2007).
But in contrast to its promotion in the process
modelling domain, it has been observed that verbobject labeling in real process models is not consistently applied, which might be a result of the
lack of diagnosis techniques. For instance, the
practical guide for process modelling with ARIS
(Davis 2001, pp.66-70) shows models with both
actions as verbs and as nouns. Also the use of
ontologies as a point of reference for activity labels has been promoted (Fillies et al. 2003). Then,
there are several recent works on the automatic
analysis of activity labels. For instance, it has also
been shown that shorter activity labels improve
model understanding (Mendling and Strembeck
2008), which is consistent with readability assessments on sentence length (Flesch 1951; Gretchen
2000). The concept of part of speech tagging is
also investigated for interactive process modelling support (Leopold et al. 2009) and for autocompletion (Becker et al. 2009). The general significance of labeling styles has been established
in Mendling et al. (2009). The authors show that
verb-object style labels are less likely to be considered as ambiguous and perceived as more
useful than labels following another style. Our
proposed algorithm complements this stream of
normative and empirical research with an approach to efficiently recognise bad style activity
labels even in large process repositories.
Linguistic analysis of activity labels is also an
important step in process model comparison (see
Aalst et al. 2002; Grossmann et al. 2005; Pankratius and Stucky 2005; Preuner et al. 2001). It also
relates to the general matching problem as being
discussed for conceptual schemas (Euzenat and
Shvaiko 2007; Rahm and Bernstein 2001). Identifying correspondence between activities of a pair
of process models is a prerequisite for calculating a degree of similarity or integrating the two
models. This can be done manually or at least
partially automatically. Linguistic analysis of labels plays an important role in the work by Ehrig
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et al. (2007), Dongen et al. (2008), and Dijkman
et al. (2009). Our approach has the potential to
be informative for this stream of research. The
automatic recognition of different labeling styles
could be useful to improve automatic approaches
to matching labels of process models.
The enforcement of the verb-object style might
help to close the gap between natural language
and formal language processing. And indeed, the
relationship between process models and natural language has been discussed and utilised
in various works. In Fliedl et al. (2005) the authors investigate in how far the three steps of
building a conceptual model (linguistic analysis,
component mapping, and schema construction)
can be automated using a model for pre-design.
Further text analysis approaches have been used
to link activities in process models to document
fragments (Ingvaldsen et al. 2005) and to compare process models from a semantic perspective (Ehrig et al. 2007). A consistent usage of the
verb-object style can be helpful for model verbalisation and paraphrasing, see Halpin and Curland
(2006), and Frederiks and Weide (2006). Such verbalisation is an important step in model and requirements validation (Nuseibe and Easterbrook
2000). For instance, verb-object style labels can
easily be verbalised using the You have to prefix, which we also used in our analysis. In this
way, automatic recognition of labeling styles can
provide for a better validation of process models.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

Recent research revealed the high impact of the
labeling style in business process models on
the overall model understanding (Mendling et
al. 2009). The problem in this area is that automatic techniques have been missing for an accurate recognition of these different styles. In
this paper we present algorithms for automatically classifying a label as verb-object style or
several subtypes of action-noun styles. For the
evaluation of the techniques, we use the SAP
Reference Model. The results show that high precision and recall can be achieved automatically

using the techniques that we propose. In this
way, our technique can be a useful aid to enforce
a particular style of labeling or to support quality
assurance of a process repository.
There are several complementary directions of research to our work. Business process models contain other model elements beyond activities, like
events and data objects, that should be subject to
label quality assurance. It is part of our future
research agenda to identify how part of speech
tagging techniques can be applied for those labels as well. Our results also depend on using
English as a language for labeling activities. It
will be an interesting task to analyse other languages, like German or Russian, to see whether
part of speech tagging can be utilised with the
same accuracy. Finally, we plan to use tagging
information for building taxonomies for process
model collections. Identifying nouns from the
label will be a crucial step for this application.
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